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Despite concern about peeping
toms in the University Villages, the
director of Residence Life said it is
not a frequent issue.
“It’s our biggest problem right
now,” Ron Brunell said, but added,
“It’s not our most frequent prob-
lem.”
Public Safety and residents of
the villages have been concerned
after UM student Kelly Short was
arrested Sunday night for allegedly
videotaping two different women
having sex with their boyfriends in
the Sisson apartments. He then
tried to extort $500 from them by
threatening to broadcast the tapes
on the Internet.
Short pleaded guilty in justice
court on Tuesday and received a
six-month suspended sentence.
Brunell said domestic disputes
are the most frequent problems in
the apartments.
“One of the things you’ll see a
lot is children not being supervised
after school hours,” Brunell said.
“It’s a problem.”
He said students with children
living in the villages are trying to
balance work schedules with
school and raising a family.
“It puts a lot of stress on the
family,” he said. “It’s kind of a
microcosm.”
There are three University
Villages listed with Public Safety:
Toole Village Phase 1, Toole
Village Phase 2 and Elliot Village,
which includes the Sisson and
Craighead apartments.
Brunell said the largest percent-
age of the village population is
made up of single moms with
dependents.
There are 564 apartments in the
University Villages, and only 243
registered married couples.
Public Safety has received 25
reports from the University
Villages since Feb. 2, documents
showed. Reports have ranged from
noise complaints to suspicious peo-
ple to one woman complaining that
someone had been in her apart-
ment.
Capt. Jim Lemcke, assistant
director of Public Safety, said the
variety of complaints arises from
the dense population in the village.
“(It’s) a high concentration of
people in a small area,” he said.
“It’s the biggest apartment complex
Missoula has.”
Lemcke said there are more
reports of suspicious activity in the
villages than in residence halls
because it is more unusual for peo-
ple to be walking around the com-
plexes at night than it is in the resi-
dence halls, he said.
“The halls are more ‘up,’”
Lemcke said, referring to their
structure. “They’re not family-ori-
ented.”
Lemcke said the only other case
of peeping that Public Safety has
received was this summer.
Ron Zimmerli-Mann has lived in
the Craighead apartments with his
wife for two years. He said he has
seen some unusual things while
living there, but it’s better than liv-
ing downtown.
Zimmerli-Mann said he once
found a man sleeping in the back
of his truck outside his apartment.
He said he asked the man to leave
his truck and did report the inci-
dent to Public Safety.
“I think he had mistaken it for
his friend’s truck,” Zimmerli-Mann
said. “This is a small little commu-
nity. You do see a lot of this stuff.”
Brunell said he thinks much of
the activity happens in the common
areas outside the apartments. He
said there are five community
assistants dispersed through the
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Fat Tuesday, 
thin wallet
Peeping toms problem
not common for Villages
Beer, boobs and beads were the
essentials of revelry in downtown
Missoula on Tuesday. 
The second annual Fat Tuesday
Pub Crawl lured people out and
about throughout Missoula. Fat
Tuesday is a holiday when exces-
sive behavior is permitted and alco-
hol is in abundance.
With Ash Wednesday hours
away, few students celebrating
downtown said they would practice
the sacrifices of Lent, an event in
which some Christian participants
give up a behavior of their choice
during the 40 days before Easter.
However, with the toll the price
of alcohol takes on a student’s wal-
let, practicing Lent may become a
consideration for some in the
future. 
“It probably would be good to
quit at least drinking for Lent,” said
a University of Montana sopho-
more. “I might save enough money
to buy a car.”
UM students celebrating down-
town said they spend money on
alcohol at exorbitant rates. When
asked, 10 students said they spent
an average of $30 on alcohol dur-
ing the weekdays and $50 on the
weekends. For these students,
whose average age was 23, the
total amount spent in two years, at
$80 a week, yields $8,320. That is
enough to buy a car or pay in-state
tuition for more than a year. 
Some spoke of filling flasks or
drinking at home to save money,
while others didn’t care, not want-
ing to think about it on a night of
such festivities.
When asked what Lent was, UM
alumnus Erik Shotwell said, “It has
something to do with fat — getting
fat and drinking to get fat.”
Mardi Gras, which is French for
Fat Tuesday, is traditionally the
Annie P. Warren/Montana Kaimin
Bartenders ring up countless drink orders for a packed house during Mardi Gras at Sean Kelly’s.
Lucia Stewart
Montana Kaimin
First graders help UM students learn how music can teach
With their feet apart, knees
together, elbows tucked in, bottoms
up, tongues stuck out and eyes
shut, Lindsay Addington’s first-
grade class taught some University
of Montana students how music
can help them learn.
During Music 335 on
Wednesday, education majors took
on the role of their future students.
They clumsily imitated the first-
graders’ motions to the song
“Tooty-Ta.”
The 6- and 7-year-olds laughed
— revealing some have had visits
from the Tooth Fairy recently — as
they watched the college students
try to sing with their tongues stick-
ing out.
During the class, titled Music
Education in the Elementary
School, 20 first-graders from
Bonner Elementary School sang 15
different songs designed to help
them learn the days of the week,
the alphabet, past presidents and
other concepts. The UM class is a
way for students to learn how
music can be used in the class-
room.
“Children naturally respond to
music,” said Addington, who’s
been teaching for 30 years. “It car-
ries over to other things.”
And simply moving around can
break up the day and help regain
waning attention, she said.
The impact music can have on
learning has even surprised her
sometimes, she told the class. 
Addington had formerly thought
a song that helps listeners memo-
rize the presidents of the United
States was too advanced for first-
graders. One day she had them lis-
ten to it. She was shocked when
they memorized all the names in a
short time, she said.
“They just knocked my socks
off,” Addington said, pulling out a
pole with bright yellow and purple
socks hanging from a string. “I had
no idea they had learned all the
presidents.”
Soon after, one first-grader point-
ed out the students could learn each
other’s names with the same
melody.
For UM stu-
dents, seeing
first-graders learn
through singing
and dancing is a
tangible lesson. It
proved that using
music in the
classroom works,
said Mary Jane
Belz, the music
education special-
ist who teaches
the UM course.
“It makes
everything that
we’ve done in
class so far much
more real,” she
said. “We’ve
talked about all of
these things, but
when they see
how it works with
children, it’s real-
ly impressive to
them.”
The collaboration between the
first-graders and the UM students
began three years ago after an edu-
cation major came to observe
Addington’s class. He mentioned
her teaching tactics to Belz. This is
the fourth time in three years
Addington has brought first-graders
to UM.
“It works as a great field trip for
us,” she said. “They share music,
See MARDI GRAS page 8 See VILLAGES, Page 8
See KIDS, Page 8
Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin
Students from Mrs. Addington’s first-grade class perform the “Tooty-Ta” song with tongues
out, eyes closed and knees together Wednesday in the Music Building. The students came
from Bonner Elementary School to demonstrate the power of music in classrooms and how it
can be used in all areas of study from math to history and memorization.
Kristen Cates
Montana Kaimin
Alisha Wyman
Montana Kaimin
Editorial misses mark on Nader
In response to Katherine Sathers “Nader will draw
away Democratic votes”:
Sather's Feb. 24 commentary on why not to vote
Nader seems to have missed a few crucial points about
why many Americans will not vote for the Democratic
candidate for the presidency this year (and in my own
case, in any year). The two front-runners in the
Democratic primaries, John Kerry and John Edwards,
both have a voting record that shows a startling con-
formity to the Bush administration agenda. 
Both men voted for the resolution that authorized
use of military force against Iraq while millions of
anti-war protesters looked on in shock. Both men also
voted for the USA PATRIOT Act of
2001, a piece of legislation that con-
tinues to spiral out of control in its
rapid destruction of our civil liberties.
The two Johns now seem to have
backed down on their initial stances
on such issues to suit changing public
opinion, so I personally feel no need
to vote for someone who will say any-
thing to get elected. Sather also states
that Edwards and Kerry are running on the same issues
as Nader: “universal health care, environmental protec-
tion and consumer advocacy.” What Sather seems to
forget is that many former Democratic candidates such
as Bill Clinton campaigned on such issues as well, and
never followed through with them when elected. The
Democratic Party has turned into a spineless institution
that has betrayed the American people, and I’ll vote
Nader long before I ever consider voting Democrat.
Charles Copeland
freshman, pre-journalism
Gay marriage banner provokes thought
When I first walked into the University Center on
Monday, I was stunned by a large white banner that
proclaimed, “Lambda does not support our bigot presi-
dent.” It was later that evening that I saw several
members of Lambda hanging the sign which had been
cut down for the second time that day.
According to my handy-dandy dictionary, a bigot is
someone intolerantly devoted to his or her beliefs or
opinions. Is this not a fair description of George W.
Bush, and all of those against equal rights for homo-
sexuals, bisexuals and transgendered people?
The rhetoric used by those opposed to same-sex
marriages could easily replace the phrase “same sex”
with “interracial”. If President Bush and others, both
conservative and liberal, were trying to protect the
sanctity of marriage by means of making interracial
marriages illegal, the American people would have
absolutely no problem with the labeling of those politi-
cians and religious leaders as racist. It would, in fact,
be a racist policy. When President Bush backs the ban
of same-sex marriages, he is supporting a bigoted poli-
cy. So it would appear that the banner itself is a fair,
accurate statement.
And why should the Lambda
Alliance support a president which
does not support it? It is the members’
patriotic duty to give their concerns a
voice, to call for the rights that other
citizens of America are freely given.
Again, there appears to be little that is
controversial about the banner’s phys-
ical statement.
So why does the banner appear so
impressive? Is it the neat, capitalized lettering? Is the
statement really so bold? Perhaps it is only so bold as
the reaction it gets. The banner itself gains more power
with each person who tries to cut it down. By being
afraid or ashamed of the banner’s words, the words
themselves become those of truth: President Bush is a
bigot.
Why do those who would cut it down feel so
ashamed of it, then? If they support the president on
his decision to back the banning of same-sex unions,
wouldn't they support President Bush’s bigotry, regard-
less of their own individual feelings toward the gay
community? Shouldn't those who do support President
Bush also support his decision to ban the rights of oth-
ers and his continued promotion of our deeply homo-
phobic culture?
There is hope in this: Those who are cutting the sign
down feel shame in their president. In a way, those
who cut the sign down also recognize, in their own
fearful way, that what the president is doing is wrong.
Rebecca Youtz
junior, English
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An interesting solution to the Athletic Department’s financial woes
came out of Wednesday’s meeting between ASUM senators and
administrators: Why not sell alcohol at Grizzly sporting events as an
additional source of revenue?
This suggestion is worth talking about at the University of
Montana.
It has, however, already been dismissed by administrators on a
number of grounds. In addition to the fact that it might be morally
wrong to serve alcohol at sporting events, administrators fear that it
will hurt tailgating revenue and sacrifice the fans’ ability to leave the
stadium during halftime.
From a student’s perspective most of these concerns, have little
validity.
From the top row of the stands in Washington-Grizzly stadium 15
or 20 minutes after a home game, any intelligent observer can see
that there is an enormous amount of garbage left behind by stamped-
ing fans, most of which is evidence of the public intoxication that
takes place during games. From this point of view the moral-dilemma
argument seems a bit absurd. If nothing else, the left-over Peppermint
Schnapps bottles and discarded handy cases prove that fans drink at
games despite every effort that’s been made to stop them. 
If this is to be a moral question, then perhaps UM should consider
outlawing tailgating all together. Maybe security guards should start
thoroughly checking our backpacks when we walk in, as well as our
coats, pants, socks, undies and bras.
In any case, whoever is leaving Crown Royal bottles behind in the
stadium appears to have some money to spend.
Right now those who choose to consume alcohol before or during
the games buy it from Ole’s, when they could be buying it from UM.
The NCAA does not regulate the sale of alcoholic beverages at its
venues, unless it’s a championship game, and says it is up to each
individual conference to set the guidelines. Here in the Big Sky
Conference there aren’t regulations against it either, it’s up to the
institution. UM doesn’t even have a policy that bans, outright, the
sale of alcohol at venues.  It can be done with a liquor license and the
approval of President George Dennison.
Other schools across the country that sell alcohol during sanctioned
sporting events do so inside their stadiums, while still having
“healthy” tailgating atmospheres outside. At the University of
Louisville, for example, 51 percent of concessions revenue at sport-
ing events is from the sale of beer. Tailgating and other sporting tradi-
tions are alive and well at that university, according to public rela-
tions representatives from its athletic department. They regulate the
sale of beer by carding hard, allowing only two drinks per customer
at a time and ceasing the sale of brewskies at the start of the third
quarter. 
Sure there are problems there that are sometimes related to drunk-
enness, but UM already deals with rowdy fans and huge piles of ran-
cid garbage related to the drunkenness of its own fans. The only dif-
ference is that Louisville is capitalizing off of it, while UM hides
behind a silly, half-hearted facade and picks up the empty beer cans
left behind.
-- Natalie Storey, news editor
Guest Editorial
Daily Illini (U. Illinois)
(U-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN, Ill. - Yet another race-
based scholarship is being offered, but this time it’s
not for racial minorities. College Republicans at
Roger Williams University in Rhode Island are
offering one for whites only. 
“Whites only” is a phrase Americans hoped they’d
left behind in the ‘60s. But this scholarship is remi-
niscent, and what people are remembering aren't
happy thoughts. 
From whites-only entrances to whites-only water
fountains, labeling things whites-only is part of our
past, a past that, for many, still really hurts. 
But the $250 scholarship, isn’t meant to leave oth-
ers out. It’s in protest of affirmative action. 
This scholarship is clearly racist when taken out of
context. In context, it’s not much better. What the
scholarship does do well, however, is raise some
important questions. 
Are blacks-only, Hispanics-only or any race-based
scholarships better than whites-only scholarships?
What makes it socially acceptable to include some
races and leave out others? 
Historically, minority groups have had a harder
time succeeding in schools because of their race.
Today, though, wealth, or lack of it, has more to do
with how well people do in school. And in terms of
sheer numbers, there are more poor white Americans
than poor black Americans, although proportionately,
there are more poor blacks. 
Factors such as grades and income have always
been important and should continue to be. For some
scholarships, race puts some students at an advan-
tage. It’s time schools and scholarship sponsors stop
focusing on race and begin to focus on economic
background. 
Not only is race not the primary factor that holds
some back and pushes others forward, race isn't as
clear-cut as it used to be. The definitions are chang-
ing. When people are asked what race they are,
many respond with an explanation of their family
tree, not the one-word response applications require. 
Race-based scholarships and university admission
criteria build the very walls universities are trying to
break down, putting people of a certain race at an
advantage. 
Applicants for the all-white scholarships must
write an essay on why they are proud of their white
heritage. They must also send in a picture to “con-
firm whiteness.” This scholarship doesn't help any-
one except the one person who pockets $250. It
doesn’t help black people who are excluded, and it
doesn’t help the white people who are drawing the
community's ire. 
In the same way, scholarships that are only open
to black people, Hispanics or other racial groups
aren't helping anyone. 
It's time to realize that when offering students
money, what's most important isn't what race the stu-
dents are, it's how much money they already have.
Need, not race, should determine scholarships 
Selling alcohol could resolve
Athletics deficit
Letters 
to the editor
There must be things out there 
in this world that you’re concerned about. 
So why not let others know what you think?
The MONTANA KAIMIN
accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.
Please keep letters under 300 words and columns
around 700 words.
Submit items to: letters@kaimin.org
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Weatheror not Calendar of Events
The Present, Feb. 26
Pharmaceuticals/ Surface Water Lecture
North Underground Lecture Hall — 
7 p.m.
Lecture - “A New Environmental Threat or a
Technological Overkill? The Presence of
Pharmaceuticals in Surface Water and
Groundwater, Lessons from Germany and the
United States.” Even though the
fish love it, we’ve got to stop
dumping our Ritalin down street
drains.
A Man Walks Into A Bar.
Ouch!
Junga Juice in the UC — 8-
12 p.m.
Open Mic Night - with Mike
Avery. Coffee specials all night, half the price of
pool and an open microphone. Where it’s at?
Despite the lack of two turn tables, there’s a
microphone.
Friday, Feb. 27
Open Forum
Davidson Honors College 
— 4-6 p.m.
Forum - Open forum with President Dennison.
Gather your friends and paint G-O G-E-O-R-G-E
on your chests — you’re ready to forum it up, yo.
Alien Invasion
North Underground Lecture Hall — 
4:10-5 p.m.
Lecture - “Evolutionary and Ecological
Influences on Invasion by an Alien Tree Species.”
Suddenly, the third eye that’s been growing on my
forehead makes sense.  It was the oak!
Quality Since ‘96
Social Sciences Building
first floor — 
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Exhibit and reception - Ninth
annual Juried Student Art
Exhibition, through March 8.
Award presentation 6 p.m. Art
exhibits are like refrigerator doors
times 12!
We’ve Got Movie Sign!
UC Theater —8 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Movie - “Wonderland,” 8 p.m. and “21 Grams,”
10 p.m. Make sure to turn your cell phone on and
bring your noisy drunken friend for the best movie
experience possible.
Saturday, Feb. 28
Stuck In The Mezzo Wih You.
Music Recital Hall — 7:30
Senior recital - Mezzo soprano Angela Wilkes.
What’s a mezzo? Websters Online says,“a woman's
voice with a range between that of the soprano and
contralto.” FYI: A contralto is a type of fish.
Kaiminebruary
Items for the Calendar of Events may be submitted to editor@kaimin.org. 
We do not guarantee the publication of all submitted items.
Accuracy Watch
High:
Low: 28 Chance of showers
Kaimin Weather - “Feed your local squirrel”
This will be the warmest it’s been for a long time, if the temper-atures do, in fact, reach 48 today. We’ve been thinking of sug-gestions for what one could do with the warmer temperatures:
-Play frisbee in the oval
-Take your dog out and show it off
-Hold a smaller class outdoors
-Wear shorts and sandals
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a 
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page. 
48
Person misidentified
A concert review in last Friday’s Montana Kaimin incorrectly
identified Bierre Malatare, who was the father of two daughters who
attended the Ludacris concert. The person whose name was incor-
rectly mentioned was a security guard.
No meeting 
The Kaimin Calendar of Events incorrectly noted that an ASUM
meeting was to take place Wednesday night. There was no meeting
on Wednesday.
Wrong photographer 
Credit for a men’s Grizzly basketball game photo in Wednesday’s
Kaimin was incorrectly given. The correct photographer was Mike
Cohea.
Snowkiting
New Sport Hits Montana
• Free Demos
• Instruction (Get FREE Training Kite)
• Learn in 1 day
• Discounts for students
• Gear: Ozone & Cabrinha Kites
• Lakes, Fields, Hills, Backcountry
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When the University of
Montana released the average
GPAs for each athletic depart-
ment, Richie Pemberton figured
he was the one who brought the
men’s cross country team’s aver-
age down.
“I wouldn’t have come to
school if I wasn’t running,” he
said.
The second-year student was
barely eligible to run track after
his first year. In fall 2002 he fin-
ished with a 1.62 GPA, passing
only nine credits. The next
semester he improved to 2.5, but
still had to take a three-credit
summer course. 
Last fall, he received a 4.0, but
took only six credits comprised of
one art and one drama class.
Pemberton’s lack of academic
prominence has caught up to the
runner. Before, he only ran during
practice and races — now he runs
to class.
In order to meet NCAA regula-
tions and remain eligible for cross
country and track, he must pass
18 more credits by the end of the
year. Otherwise, he could lose
financial aid and scholarships,
which together have paid for his
schooling and housing.
Currently, Pemberton is taking
21 credits, just in case he doesn’t
do so well in one of his classes.
“It’s terrible,” he said. “I went
from doing nothing to doing
everything.”
Since the fall of 2003, Big Sky
Conference athletes new to the
University have had to abide by
much more stringent regulations
in order to participate in sports
events. In order to remain eligi-
ble, student athletes must com-
plete 24 credits their first year,
which can also be made up par-
tially by summer courses. Also,
they must have completed 40 per-
cent of their courses by the begin-
ning of their third year, 60 per-
cent by the beginning of their
fourth, and 80 percent by the
beginning of their fifth.
Prior to the 2003 change, ath-
letes only needed to complete 24
credits a year, 25 percent by the
beginning of their third, 50 per-
cent by their fourth, and 75 per-
cent by their fifth.
All athletes also must have a
GPA of at least 1.6 to begin their
second semester, a 1.8 GPA by
the beginning of their third, and
2.0 by the beginning of their fifth
— and then maintain that average
until they graduate.
Pemberton said he wishes he
had taken more courses, and done
better in school. 
“I 100-percent regret it,” he
said. “I’m studying now, and the
classes I withdrew from before,
I’m getting A’s in now.”
But he isn’t doing it on his
own. The student athlete, who is
majoring in business administra-
tion, is tutored four hours a week.
He said it is all due to the
Athletic Department.
He attends Students-Tutoring-
Students, a program established
to help all UM students, and said
he hasn’t had to pay for the help,
which usually costs $4.50 an
hour.
“Someone’s got to be paying
them,” Pemberton said. “It’s an
advantage being an athlete.”
Also, as a freshman Pemberton
was required to attend a “study
table” eight hours a week.
Freshman athletes must log at
least four in the Jacobson
Academic Center, a special room
hidden in the halls of the Adams
Center and reserved for student
athletes, and four hours else-
where, like the Mansfield Library.
The Jacobson Center, paid for
by an outside donor, has 10 com-
puters with Internet access, and a
student is paid to monitor their
activity and log their time on a
worksheet.
Often, however, student ath-
letes do little more than screw
around, Pemberton said.
Amanda Sprague, a paid stu-
dent monitor, said that while
many play Internet games, the
same number of students are get-
ting their work done.
“There’s a lot more people who
come in and use it than actually
have to,” Sprague said.
Older athletes are still able to
use the center and often do, she
said.
Because they have continually
done well in school, Lady Griz
freshmen are not required to
attend the Jacobson Center pro-
gram. 
Their coach, Robin Selvig, said
he does not require them to attend
and prefers that they make their
own decision.
“I want them to be as much like
any other student as possible,” he
said. 
Selvig’s main concern is for the
girls to get an education. The
team is second highest on the
GPA list, and it is partially due to
Selvig’s close-eye approach to
their studies. He has even been
seen pulling a player aside during
practice to talk with them about
any problems.
While Pemberton thinks ath-
letes might be favored by the
University — like investments
that need to be protected — he,
along with other student-athletes,
coaches and administrators
believe it is still harder to be in
the sports programs than a student
simply attending the University.
Amy Brooks and Jackie
DeShazer, freshmen Lady Griz
basketball players, said that trav-
eling with the team often throws
off their academic schedules.
“(Unlike high school), college
classes are a lot harder to make
up,” DeShazer said. “We have to
miss three days of school at a
time.”
And, Brooks argued, students
who have to work are still able to
schedule around school, not miss
it because of the activity.
Pemberton, with his heavy
class-load, said that he will miss
five classes every Friday when
traveling during the track and
field season.
When a student misses work,
perhaps forgets to turn in an
assignment and is having trouble,
professors often send letters to
the athlete’s coach.
“Me and another friend made
up half the team’s poor work let-
ters,” Pemberton said.
Last year, his scholarship was
also lowered $500 because he
wasn’t eligible. 
“It isn’t a real big deal because
(the coach) gave it to somebody
else who deserved it,” he said.
Now on the rebound,
Pemberton plans to graduate and
someday open his own business
with his younger brother. But he
wants to achieve another goal
first, finishing school with a
cumulative GPA of 3.0.
“Lots of people don’t think I’m
that smart,” he said. “I want to
prove to them I can get a 3.0.”
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•Anonymous program
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Call the donor info line
549-0958
NW Andrology
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Missoula, MT
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*Minority donors encouraged
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:
1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
The call is free and so is the report.
Car Accident Victims
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Honesty, commitment and bal-
ance are important attributes for
women making the transition
from college life to professional
life, said a three-member panel
discussion group Wednesday
afternoon. 
“Your most important personal
characteristic in your personal life
and your professional life is hon-
esty,” said Judy Wang, a Missoula
assistant city attorney. “If I’ve
given my word, that is what I’m
going to do.”
Wang, Bryony Schwan, an
environmental health and
women’s rights advocate, and
Kathleen Jenkinson, a self-
employed nutrition and health
specialist, composed the panel
discussing women’s issues and
life after college in the UC
Theater.
Wang stressed the importance
of being true to yourself and fol-
lowing your dreams. 
When Wang was in college, she
mentioned something to a friend
about going to law school. Her
friend told her she was too stupid
to go to law school, and Wang
believed her. Years later, looking
back with her law degree in hand,
Wang realized she was stupid
because she believed what her
friend said. 
A good resume is another
important thing for women to
possess, said Schwan, who sees
many resumes every year from
people who want to join her fight
for environmental and human
health. In the resumes, she looks
for good writing skills and com-
mitment to things such as volun-
teer work. She also looks for eye
contact and good posture during
interviews, she said.
These women said they realize
it may be difficult for women to
focus on all these attributes, so
they stressed the importance of
balance.
Jenkinson said balancing
between work, family, friends and
volunteering is important. She
makes “Balance Wheels” and
writes down everything that’s
important to her and tries to
honor those commitments.
Moderation in all things is the
key, she said.
One of the biggest problems the
panelists see facing women in
society these days is sexism, they
said.
“We are incredibly sexist and
it’s pervasive and it’s every-
where,” Wang said.
She is tired of seeing women
dress to get attention because
they think they have to, and tired
of seeing such behavior encour-
aged in magazines, she said. She
said she gets furious every year
when she goes into a “certain
book store on North Reserve” and
sees the Sports Illustrated Swim-
suit issue in plain sight on the
rack.
“I just come unglued,” she
said.
Schwan said she notices
sexism, but she is more con-
cerned with less obvious sorts
of sexism. When she looks at
businesses in Montana and
throughout the world, she sees
that men vastly outnumber
women in positions of author-
ity. Women solve problems in
a different way than men do,
and that could help evoke
more change in the world.
Kendra Greene, a senior in
French and Spanish at the
University of Montana, came
to the discussion looking for
pointers on living life outside
of college. 
She said she was impressed
with the women and was
intrigued and motivated by what
they had to say.
“As seniors we are at that point
where we’re looking for the next
step to take,” Greene said.
The panelists urged women to
choose paths in their lives that
help other people and the commu-
nity, but also to do something
they enjoy.
“You have to look for the fun
in life,” Jenkinson said, “or
you’re just going to be miser-
able.”
The discussion was held as part
of the fifth-annual Ask-an-Alum
series, in which graduates from
UM and other colleges talk about
their lives and give advice. It was
presented by the Center for
Leadership Development and the
Women’s Center.
Women’s panel discusses careers, post-college life
Matt Pritchard
For the Kaimin
Despite benefits some athletes face academic battle
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
See related statistics on total student-athlete
grade results in graph on page 5.
Chandler Melton/Montana Kaimin
Kathleen Jenkinson, a nutrition and health specialist, explains the importance of
balance in women’s lives to the audience at the Ask-an-Alum Women’s
Leadership Luncheon on Wednesday in the UC Theater.
Another game, another win,
another big game from the bench.
This appears to be the motto of
late for the University of Montana
men’s basketball team. 
Wednesday night was no differ-
ent as the Grizzlies rallied around a
huge performance off the bench
from senior forward Victor Venters
and rolled to a 80-69 win over
Sacramento State.
The win over the Hornets was
the fifth-consecutive victory for the
Griz (10-16; 6-7 Big Sky
Conference), who less than a week
ago were sitting alone in last place
in the Big Sky Conference, but is
now tied with three other teams for
second place.
“Our kids showed great character
tonight,” said Pat Kennedy, UM
head coach. “The second half was a
character builder.”
The game got off to a fast start
with UM sophomore guard Kevin
Criswell scoring on a layup three
seconds into the game. Sacramento
State responded, however, 22 sec-
onds later with a three-pointer by
Brandon Guyton. Sacramento State
refused to budge and would either
be in the lead or tied for all but
1:18 after the Guyton three-pointer. 
Even when the Hornets built
leads of as much as seven points,
Montana was resilient and refused
to go away.
Down by five points with a little
more than a minute to play in the
half, Criswell hit a three-pointer
and junior forward Kamarr Davis
scored on a layup with 17 seconds
left to send the two teams into the
locker rooms with a 38-38 tie.
Montana came out and quickly
took the lead with two free throws
by Davis. The Hornets, however,
once again responded with a three-
pointer, this time by senior guard
Joel Jones.
Then Venters took over.
Venters scored the next six
points in the game, two of which
were scored on a slam dunk, to put
Montana ahead 46-41 and give the
Griz a lead they would not relin-
quish.  
But after a Derrick Mansell bas-
ket and two more Davis free
throws, Sacramento State scored
six straight points to pull within
three points, 50-47. Fortunately,
Venters responded with a three-
point play with 11:43 left in the
game, and Montana coasted to the
victory.
Venters credits his success to his
knowledge of his opponents.
“I was matched up with (Hornets
junior forward Jameel) Pugh,”
Venters said. “If I didn’t take
advantage of (my size), he was
going to take advantage of me on
the wing with his speed.”
Venters finished with 19 points
and four rebounds.
“Vic played awesome and we’ve
been waiting for that all year,” jun-
ior guard Roy Booker said. “He
does this every day in practice so it
doesn’t surprise me a bit. He’s an
All-American.”
Sacramento State (12-14; 6-7
BSC) had a slight glimpse of hope
when Mansell picked up his fourth
foul with 5:49 left forcing Montana
to put him on the bench a minute
later. But any hope of a Hornet
comeback was quickly ended when
Booker, who replaced Mansell at
point guard, penetrated the lane and
dished the ball off to freshman
Matt Dlouhy. Dlouhy finished the
play with a tumultuous slam dunk
at 3:46 mark.
“I played point guard all through
high school and at the beginning of
the year,” Booker said. “There was-
n’t any pressure.”
Kennedy said his team played
well when it mattered most.
“The guys did a great job,” he
said. “The guys held there own
when he (Mansell) got in foul trou-
ble.”
Davis led the Griz with 24 points
and 15 rebounds while Booker con-
tributed 16 points to the cause.
The Hornets failed to get much
production out of their leading
scorer. Senior Joseth Dawson, who
came into the match-up averaging
14.5 points a game, was held to 11
points on 2-of-13 shooting.
Criswell applied strong defense and
frustrated Dawson, stopping the
high-scoring Hornet, just as he did
against MSU’s Jason Erickson on
Saturday.
“Kevin has definitely sacrificed
his offense for his defense which
shows he’s a winner,” Kennedy
said.
Sacramento State was led by
Jones, who scored 18 points and
pulled down 11 rebounds. Pugh and
DaShawn Freeman added 11 and
10 points, respectively. The
Hornets hoisted an amazing 28
three-pointer attempts, making only
eight of them.
“They shoot a lot of three-point-
ers,” Kennedy said. “They are a
team that lives and dies by the
three (pointer). But they are also a
team that when they make a three,
it’s devastating.”
Montana came in to the game
tied with five other teams for fourth
place in the Big Sky, one game
behind both Sacramento State and
Northern Arizona University. The
Griz’s victory, coupled with
Montana State’s 67-62 conquest
over NAU, places the Griz in a tie
for second place with one regular
season game remaining on the
schedule. The Grizzlies will battle
with NAU on Saturday.
Before tip-off there were 256
possible scenarios of how the final
conference standings could end up
with one week left on the schedule.
Venters said that Montana tried to
ignore those statistics and focus on
their own game plan.
“If we do our part then every-
thing will fall into place,” Venters
said.
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The University of Montana
Lady Griz, 10-0 in the Big Sky
Conference, face Sacramento
State on the road Thursday, and
for the 1-10 Hornets, the game is a
challenge of biblical proportion.
“Is this a case of David versus
Goliath?” said Dan Muscatell, Sac
State head coach. “Absolutely.”
During the two teams’ first
meeting on Jan. 31 in the Adams
Center, the Lady Griz won 76-50.
Since then, the Hornets have lost
all of their five games, three of
which were by deficits of at least
30 points.
“I don’t expect a whole lot dif-
ferent from last time,” Muscatell
said. “We’re beat up mentally, and
we’re beat up physically.”
Muscatell said that his team is
missing two starters because of a
torn ligament and a concussion.
But as a result, the scoring has
spread evenly over the team.
“They’re very balanced in scor-
ing,” said Lady Griz head coach,
Robin Selvig. 
But if there is one player they
will be looking to stop, it will be
Tyeisha Brown, Selvig said.
In the Hornets 78-48 loss to
Idaho State on Feb. 21, Brown led
the team in points for the seventh
time, scoring 11, and recorded her
10th double-double for the season.
The No. 1 conference-ranked
Lady Griz are commanded by a
barrage of top-conference players
including Brooklynn Lorenzen
(most assists), Hollie Tyler (4th in
scoring and rebounding), Julie
Deming (7th in scoring, 4th in
steals) and Katie Edwards (5th in
three-point shots). The team also
tops the list of least points aver-
aged against (55.2 per game).
The Lady Griz have won their
last 11 games and are 21-4 over-
all.
Selvig and Muscatell agreed
that when Sac State came to the
University of Montana, the
Hornets were pumped up and kept
the game closer than the two
teams’ rankings would imply.
“It’s a chess match,” Muscatell
said. “We found some things that
gave us an advantage.”
In order to keep up with the
Lady Griz, Muscatell said his
team will have to do what they did
last time: take shots more often.
The game can be heard on
KLCY 930 AM radio, and begins
at 8:05 p.m. MST.
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
Lady Griz vs. Hornets
may be David, GoliathPercent on Academic probation
Percent with term GPA less than 2.0
Percent with term GPA greater than or equal to 3.0
Percent on Dean’s List
Percent with term GPA of 4.0
2.41
7.59
48.97
13.45
7.93
8.88
17.00
54.15
14.48
9.11
% of 240 
athletes
% of 10,400
undergrads
Basketball-M.
Basketball-W.
Cross Country-M.
Cross Country-W.
Football
Golf-W.
Soccer
Tennis-M.
Tennis-W.
Track-M.
Track-W.
Volleyball
14
16
17
13
97
7
24
11
9
59
42
16
2.38
3.24
2.77
3.50
2.72
3.26
2.89
3.00
3.07
2.81
3.10
3.12
2.57
3.28
2.83
3.51
2.79
3.19
2.96
3.05
3.11
2.82
3.10
3.03
12.00
14.50
13.35
14.77
12.28
14.57
13.25
14.64
13.78
13.47
14.51
13.50
1
0
0
0
4
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
Total
Average
Term Credits
Average
term GPA
Average
Cum. GPA
ProbationTeam
Total student-athlete grade results
The following is the term report from the Athletic Academic Services at the University of Montana.
The percentages and averages are results of the Autumn Semester for 2003.
On average, student-athletes averaged a 2.88 term GPA, compared to 2.78 by undergraduate students,
and a 2.92 cumulative GPA compared to a 2.85 for undergraduate students. 
Student-athletes also averaged 13.18 credits for the fall semester, while undergraduates averaged 11.80. 
80-69 win puts Griz in tie for second place in Big Sky
Danny Davis
Montana Kaimin
Chandler Melton/Montana Kaimin
Sacramento State player Alex Bausley fends off three UM players during
the  Grizzlies’ 80-69 win over the Sacramento Hornets on Wednesday night
at Dahlberg Arena. The Grizzlies have won five games in a row and are in
a three-way tie for second place in the Big Sky Conference.
Last weekend snowboarders gathered
under the sun to show off their 720s,
rodeos or whatever else their bag of tricks
contained on Snowbowl’s Sunrise Bowl.
These photographs were taken during
Saturday’s Monster Air competition. On
Sunday, riders strived for style on rails
and jumps in the Slope Style competition.
Monster Air Competition
Junior men under 12
1. Chad Frank
2. Brannon Cearley
3. Caden Michnal
3. Hayden Eaton
Junior men 13-17
1. Luke Haberkern
2. Kyler Michnal
3. Chase Matterson
Women 18-25
1. Erin Cecil
2. Becky Moore
3. Katrina Farnum
Men 18-25
1. Chris Johnson
2. Treb Day Cobb
3. Bjorn Ryan-Gormar
Pro men
1.Jamey DuBosque
2. Dan Thomas
3. Matt Sadler
Pro women
1. Cindy Kilmer
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the BIG blowout
the Kaimin’s step-by-step guide to wintertime knee injuries
It was above the altitude of 25,000 feet on
Mount Everest that the trash started to fly.
As University of Montana student Jess
Roskelley began the final ascent to the sum-
mit last spring, empty oxygen bottles that
were kicked or dropped by climbers ahead
of him came soaring down the mountainside.
Roskelley, who now carries the title of the
youngest American to summit Everest, heard
that one oxygen bottle smacked a nearby
mountain guide in the face.
“It knocked him out,” he said.
He detailed his observations about the
cleanup of Everest in a research paper he
recently completed for the Environmental
Studies Program.  But schoolwork has been
tedious since he returned to school this
semester.
Reaching the summit of the highest peak
in the world at the age of 20 has changed the
direction of his life.
“Its damn hard (to be in school),” he said.
“Everest was a starting point ... I’m so excit-
ed to go climbing on more altitude peaks.”
Roskelley was impressed with the cleanup
efforts on Everest. Tibetans charge expedi-
tion teams a $500 fee, which is used to clean
base camp each day. As part of the 55th
anniversary of the first Everest ascent,
Roskelley attended a conference at which
teams from around the world shared ideas on
how to better take care of the mountain dur-
ing their trips.
At higher altitudes, where empty oxygen
bottles are littered among the frozen remains
of past climbers and rotting fixed ropes,
cleaning up the waste is a strenuous task.
Climbers become too weak from the lack of
oxygen.
“Up high it’s so much energy to even
carry yourself,” he said. “It’s so dangerous
to take something down.”
Roskelley summitted the peak with a team
called Generations on
Everest, along with his
father, 55-year-old John
Roskelley, who attempted
to summit Everest four
times before and inspired
his son’s passion for climb-
ing as Jess was growing up
in Spokane, Wash. Also on
the team were famed
climber Jim Wickwire, the
first American to summit
K2, and 73-year-old Dick
Bass, the first man to climb
the seven summits — the
tallest peaks on each of the
seven continents.
Health problems prohib-
ited both Bass and
Wickwire, 62, from reach-
ing the summit. The
younger Roskelley had to turn back once
because of an abscessed tooth that developed
as a result of having his wisdom teeth
removed prior to the trip. He returned to the
trail after purchasing antibiotics in
Katmandu.
On May 21, he and his father became one
of a handful of father-son teams to have
summitted Mount Everest.
“At the top it feels the same as if your
team won a football championship or a bas-
ketball championship,” Jess Roskelley said.
“That’s your championship. You succeeded
and you did your best.”
Since they’ve returned from the expedi-
tion, the Roskelleys have shared their expe-
riences and slides with the media and com-
munities across the Pacific
Northwest.
“Jess has developed a lot
of confidence in public
speaking — and just in his
manner around adults,”
John Roskelley said. “I’m
glad to see he hasn’t gotten
a big head out of the whole
thing.”
For his son, the real
prize has been invitations
to go on other expeditions
across the globe.
Last semester he was
hired to guide an expedi-
tion on Mount Aconcagun,
the tallest peak in South
America, located on the
border of Argentina and
Chile.  Just one hour from
the summit, Roskelley’s client began to suf-
fer from cerebral adema — a fatal condition
caused by lack of oxygen at the 22,000-foot
elevation.
“It’s swelling of the brain,” Roskelley
said. “He didn’t know who we were or
where he was.”
Though he didn’t summit the mountain on
his first attempt, Roskelley will be back.
Mount Aconcagun is one of the seven sum-
mits,  notches in the belt of any serious
climber. His father has summitted five of the
seven peaks.
The younger Roskelley has already con-
quered the highest one, 29,035-foot Mount
Everest, which is usually the last to be
attempted.
“Some people say ‘Why are you going to
do Everest first? Why the highest one?’” he
said. “My dad threw me into it. I’m glad he
did. It taught me to rise to the occasion.”
Now he’s more intent on conquering
mountains that haven’t had as much traffic,
including more obscure peaks in the
Himalayas.
For their first trip, he and his father are
planning an expedition to Mount Jannu, a
25,700-foot peak in Nepal.
“I want to do as many Himalayan expedi-
tions as I can while I’m young,” he said.
“I’m confident I can do good.”
Which makes sitting in school a difficult
endeavor this semester. Each weekend he
travels to Canada with either his father or
his friends to go ice-climbing. Thanks to the
attention he received for being the youngest
American to summit Everest, he has top-
notch equipment. Roskelley is sponsored by
three climbing suppliers from across the
country. But he’s focused on bigger things,
said his mother, Spokane resident Joyce
Roskelley.
“It was an amazingly successful trip, and
any time somebody has a great success, then
you get focused on doing more of the same,”
she said. “It’s kind of scary for me.”
Crack. Snap. Pop. Ripppp.These are the dreadedsounds so hateful to hear
when it comes to the human body,
especially the knee. 
The knee is a complex structure,
webbed with bones, ligaments and
muscles. Each is vital to functional-
ity and stability. Some are more
easy to tear, rip or sever than oth-
ers. Knee injuries are not uncom-
mon, especially in the winter. It is
the No. 1 injury requiring medical
attention at ski resorts.
When the idea of blowing the
knee comes to mind, there are a
few steps that should be taken to do
it properly. 
1. The Decision — Ah-ha!
Blowing a knee may not be a
conscious choice, but activities
prior to the incident have important
effects. Go out drinking. Smoke
cigarettes. Do not drink any water.
Do not stretch. The tighter the mus-
cles, the less freedom of mobility
and play the knee has. 
Knees are predisposed to have
ligaments tear, says Timothy
O’Brien, an orthopedic surgeon in
Bozeman. They are the centerpiece
of activity and mobility within the
leg — easy to contort or stretch just
a little too far. 
The leg is simple. Structurally,
the femur, the strongest and longest
bone in the human body, is aided
by the tibia and fibula in the calf.
The bones are joined at the patella,
or kneecap. Hamstrings and quadri-
ceps provide strength while liga-
ments create stabilizing structure.
The anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) and the posterior cruciate
ligament (PCL) crisscross within
the knee joint, preventing shifts
forward and backward.
The medial collateral ligament
(MCL) and the lateral collateral lig-
ament (LCL) are on each side of
the knee joint, preventing the calf
from folding to either side of the
femur.
An ACL injury is the most com-
mon of knee injuries and the No. 1
injury currently in recovery at the
University of Montana Physical
Therapy Clinic. 
In the winter season, skiers are
prime candidates for blowing a
knee. Being fixed onto a pair of 5-
foot planks only adds to contortion
within the knee. Severe jolting may
result in torn cartilage and liga-
ments.
2. The Insurance — Cha-ching!
Without insurance, the cost of
repairing a blown knee could equal
a typical college graduate’s debt.
The price includes: the hospital,
anesthesiologist, orthopedic sur-
geon and an assistant. The total: a
chilling $15,000 to $20,000. Don’t
forget the $300 post-surgery brace,
the $1,000 athletic brace and the
$2,000 physical therapy.
And if the accident happens at a
ski resort, an ambulance ride will
run between $550 to $750 dollars.
Sorry — student loans are not
available. Advice from an ACL sur-
gery veteran: “Do it at work.” 
3.The Blow — POP!
It was a beautiful day in Frazier
Basin near Bozeman last Thursday.
A crew of backcountry skiers
peered down the ridgeline as a light
breeze blew. The conditions were
fast but stable, with consolidated,
creamy snow. It looked to be a per-
fect line down. One skier at a time
dropped in. Brad Herzog was half-
way down, starting to feel his
rhythm. Suddenly, he hit a wind-
loaded spot, which threw him off
balance, back into his seat, almost
sitting on the tails of his skis.
Keeping control, he pulled himself
back — POP! — into a standing
position and finished the line to the
basin floor. 
“I knew something was wrong
right away, but I was in denial,”
Herzog says. “It was subtle, but I
felt it.”
Scott Wilson dropped in minutes
behind Herzog. Taking deep tele-
mark turns, dropping his knee so it
almost touched his skis, snow bil-
lowed in his face. Whish, whishh,
whishhh. Faster and faster.
Cruising. Then, in a split second,
he was cartwheeling, tumbling,
keeping momentum, telemark skis
fixed. CRANK, AHHHH! 
“I was going too fast,” says
Wilson. “I don’t know what I was
thinking.”
Ski patrollers at Bridger Bowl
Ski Area say snow conditions are a
factor in knee injuries. Most knee
injuries occur on hard snow,
because people go faster, and deep
snow, because people go crazy,
says Pat Heines, a ski patroller. 
Not being afraid to fall and
falling properly are key, says Dene
Brandt, another patroller. He
remembered how, when learning to
ski in the 1970s, he was taught to
fall properly. “I don’t think they
teach that anymore,” he says.
Trying to recover from a fall can
often be more damaging to the
knee than simply falling.
After recovering from a fall or a
pull up from the back seat, pain is
not usually a factor. Within three
hours, the knee starts to swell.
4. The Surgery — Ouuuuch!
After a ride to the hospital, home
or a 4-mile skin out of the back-
country, the stiffness and swelling
set in. This is the moment of
epiphany; something is definitely
wrong.
Often, injured skiers go directly
to the emergency room, where a
doctor will administer a knee
immobilizer, O’Brien says. That
only helps stiffen the knee, build-
ing up inflammation. He recom-
mends going to see an orthopedic
specialist immediately. If the knee
isn’t significantly swollen to the
size of a typical melon, specialists
can give a proper exam by careful-
ly pulling and twisting the knee to
diagnose the injury.
There are three types of grafts to
replace the ACL: the hamstring
graft, which is less painful; the
patella graft, which gives a faster
recovery; and the cadaver graft, the
least painful and fastest recovery,
but with a possibility of rejection
from the body.
The ACL surgery typically takes
three hours, with actual slicing,
drilling and screwing time taking
only an hour. After awaking from
anesthesia, the leg will typically be
immobilized with a post-operative
brace from hip to ankle. Don’t
stand up. Sit tight, for the brace is
your new best friend for the next
six weeks, according to O’Brien.
Get a prescription and a ride home
to put the feet up, pack on the ice
and relax, because it has only just
begun.
5. The Recovery — Argggg.
Life will consist solely of physi-
cal therapy, also coined “physical
torture,” for a recommended nine
months. 
“Rehab is almost as important as
the surgery,” says Kimberly Myers,
a physical therapist at UM.
O’Brien recommends seeing a
physical therapist the day after sur-
gery to begin a structured rehabili-
tation program. The recovery
process begins by regaining com-
plete range of motion — typically
increasing only a few degrees a
day. After two weeks, the strength-
ening begins, for muscle atrophy is
shockingly apparent.
“Physical therapy is crucial
because the knee can stiffen up
without knowing what to do and
how to do it right,” Myers says.
Proper instruction and pushing to
go further, while protecting the
graft, are key in physical therapy.
Healing time can take up to a
year, which usually forces an ath-
lete to skip the next season.
“It takes a lot longer than you
think,” says Kelly Rinck, who just
returned to skiing a few weeks ago.
“I had to chill. That’s what I had to
do.”  Rinck celebrated her one-year
anniversary of ACL surgery Feb.
13, with Herzog and Wilson laid up
with their knees on ice.
Herzog has insurance. He saw a
specialist Friday. He has a severed
ACL. He will have surgery Feb.
28, giving his knee the typical two
weeks to reduce the swelling and
obtain range of motion before
going under the knife. 
Wilson does not have insurance.
He sits at home, self-medicating.
He knows something is wrong
because his range of motion is 20
percent of normal. Wilson is visit-
ing Bozeman Hot Springs, working
on his range of motion while puz-
zling over what to do.
Most people with knee injuries
will be like Wilson, sitting on the
couch, wondering what to do. Re-
read this article, swallow the price
and go see a doctor.
Story by:
Lucia Stewart
Roskelley
Katherine Sather
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LOST & FOUND
Stolen:  DV camera at Superhero party, $100 reward.
No ?’s asked.  Call Evan @ 544-7380
LOST:  Black 3-ring binder in LA 305 on morning of
2/19.  Has a German flag on front.  Please call 251-
5441.
Found:  Gloves on Hwy 12 near Lolo Pass, January
25th, give description @ 258-6477x2
Lost:  2/20 on Northside.  White Sheepskin Vest.
Black border w/embroidered flowers.  $Reward$ 880-
8018
FOUND:  Black long-haired kitten on E. Front St. 2/23
call 543-7141
PERSONALS
Be sure…Get tested.  Free, anonymous HIV Counseling
& Testing…243-2122
ALL YOU CAN EAT PANCAKE BREAKFAST!  Sat.  3/6,
8am-noon Christ the King Church 1400 Gerald $3/per-
son Come support physical therapy students and get a
great breakfast!  
HELP WANTED
Up to $500/Wk processing mail.  Get paid for each
piece.  Create your own schedule.  (626) 821-4061”
Work study position @ children’s shelter.  Shifts avail-
able Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight, midnight -
6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination of the three.
Call Teresa @ 549-0058.
Make Money taking Online Surveys.  Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys.  Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups.  Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum
Great Opportunity Market Research Telephone
Interviews Applications are being accepted at
Research Data Design:  Apply in person at 2685 Palmer
St. Ste. D, M-F 10am - 4pm or call 728-8290
Summer job on guest ranch.  Driver position and lawn
maintenance position.  Must live-in.  Must be 21.  Call
406-244-5571
Filmer wanted for Griz Football.  Will film practice
and possibly games.  Contact Olen at Ext. 5462 or in
room 210 of Adams Center. 
Like the outdoors?  Like Kids?  Interested in working
in Oregon?  Looking for a summer job?  Camp Collins
may be the place for you!  www.ymca-
portland.org/campcollins/index.asp
The Missoula Downtown Association seeks 2-3
Facilities Staff to work PT Apr-Oct Caras Park. Call
543-4238 or visit website
www.missouladowntown.com for info.  Deadline:
March 12
Childcare Early morning and afternoon for 4yr old and
7yr old Part-time with possible full time summer posi-
tion.  721-4629 days 543-5625 evenings.  
WORK WANTED
SPRING CREEK LODGE ACADEMY, A PRIVATE SCHOOL
LOCATED 15 MILES NW OF THOMPSON FALLS, IS TAK-
ING APPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER ASSISTANTS.  WORK
WEEK IS FOUR-TEN HOUR DAYS. CONTACT LARRY
WARD AT (406) 827-4344, BY FAX (406) 827-4354, OR
EMAIL larry@blueslide.com
SERVICES
Soul Searching?  Try Astrology.  First Reading by dona-
tion.  829-0318
Professional Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 542-
0837.
Professional carpet cleaning, Average Apartment $45
- $55, call Melissa 721-0175, 21 years experience. 
Resumes, transcription, report typing, editing.  Fast,
student discounts.  www.atozwordprocessing.com,
728-3888
“Wildland Fire Training”  call 543-0013
NEED A TUTOR?  Students Tutoring Students has indi-
vidual tutoring available in most courses for only
$4.50 an hour!  (You may even be eligible for free
tutoring!).  Contact STS, Lommasson Center 276, or
call 243-2294.
FOR SALE
BOOKS!  We Trade!  1221 Helen, one block west of
campus.  Quarter Moon Books.
2000 Jeep Wrangler Hard Top 65,000K Red/Black top,
Nice wheels/tires well maintained very good 821-
4120 $11,800.00 OBO
Missoula’s Jewish Community is sponsoring, “More
Than Just A Garage Sale,”  Sunday, February 29, from
9:30am to 1pm at the University Villages Community
Center.  The event features food, music, and bargains
galore.   
HUGE INDOOR GARAGE SALE!  Tools, Furniture,
Stereos, T.V.’s, Dishes, Clothes, CD’s, Games, hun-
dreds of videos.  You won’t believe the Prices.  Sat.
Feb 23rd 9:00-1:00 6125 Mullan Road
Wedding dress/formal.  Ivory, size 6.  Strapless
sheath, simple and very elegant.  $250, o.b.o.  Call
549-2516.
FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
Need free rent?  Work 3/nights a  week.  Trade
Room/Board for childcare.  Call Robyn 549-1774
Clean, furnished room.  Centrally located, cable,
common area, laundry, utilities.  $250/month.  No
pets.  Dinners available.  Call 542-3173
3 BR 2 1/2 BA SPLIT LEVEL DW, AC W/D Hks Patio
Garage VERY NICE AVAILABLE NOW $850/mo call 360-
6693
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Room available I 3bdrm condo, dishwasher, cool
roommates.  Central vac. Yard. Garage.  300/month +
1/3 utilities.  Call Troy 546-8069.
BEAD SALE
BATHING BEAUTIES 25% OFF EVERYTHING.  EVERYDAY
IN FEBRUARY.  517 SOUTH HIGGINS 10-6 EVERYDAY
543-0018
CARLO’S COSTUMES
RENTALS:  COSTUMES, WIGS, TUXES, MARILYN, ELVIS,
70’S, 80’S.  1,000’S OF COSTUMES, SCHOOL/STAFF
RATES, 11am -6pm 543-6350
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac?  Have Problems?  Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work.  Also
willing to trade.
EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED  $250 a day Potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417
VINTAGE CLOTHING
BEST VINTAGE, CLOTHING, BEST PRICES, CARLO’S ONE
NIGHT STAND.  204 3rd 11am - 6pm EVERYDAY 543-
6350
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
LEADERS WANTED:  Service-Learning projects to
Moab, Phoenix, and Arcata.  Travel and earn valuable
experience this spring break.  $250 - $350 partici-
pants, 1/2 for leaders.  Call Ben @ OCE 243-5531
ASAP!!!
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
final festival to rid oneself of all
desires before Lent.
Few were concerned about the
benefits of saving money on alco-
hol, but focused more on the bene-
fits of beads. 
“Bring your beads and make
things happen with your beads,”
Shotwell said. 
Jason Spaid, a school bus driver
providing transportation for the
Pub Crawl, spoke of girls running
up and down the aisles with their
shirts over their heads, coupled
with a lot of hollering. 
“Not the stuff you see on a regu-
lar school bus every day,” Spaid
said.
Hyer McKechnie, a business
major, said getting flashed is a rea-
son to go out on Fat Tuesday. 
A woman with McKechnie,
whose neck was laden with beads,
said she flagged down the Pub
Crawl bus by flashing her boobs
and butt. 
At a wet T-shirt contest at The
Top Hat, an announcer opened by
saying, “It’s time for the official
bead-off.”
Charlie Dalton, a patron at The
Top Hat, was from New Orleans.
“Thank God it’s not ‘Girls Gone
Wild,’” Dalton said. 
He did speak of dropping his
pants one year for beads and a pack
of cigarettes in New Orleans.
“Turning things loose — stop
being businessmen, bakers,
Republicans, teachers — all to
have a good time, is Mardi Gras,”
Dalton said. “Any excuse to unify
and to celebrate.”
He spoke of the scary feeling
one gets in New Orleans from see-
ing more than 15,000 people at 360
bars in a 10-by-10-block radius. 
Mardi Gras has been celebrated
for over two centuries in the
French Quarters in New Orleans,
except during the two world wars.
The festivities on Fat Tuesday
were under way across the world
that night.
Fat Tuesday is also celebrated in
Brazil as Carnival, considered to be
the largest party in South America.
More than 40,000 people flooded
the streets of Rio de Janeiro this
year for the five-day pre-Lenten
bash. 
One UM student said he was in
Brazil last year for the festivities.
People in Missoula just don’t party
like they do down there, he said.
He said he did not go to sleep until
after 9 a.m. on Ash Wednesday, the
first day of Lent.
The night concluded for
Missoula pub crawlers at The Other
Side, where the colorful celebra-
tions slowly became a story to tell
of the money spent and the times
had.
“It is all a blur of beads, boobs
and beer, that’s all,” a slurring
patron said.
buildings, but people more often
call Public Safety.
No matter what, Brunell said he
wants to make sure there are no
more crimes like the one commit-
ted by Short.
The new Dornblaser housing
complex under construction along
Higgins Avenue will house four
staff members, and the exterior of
each building will be monitored by
video surveillance.
“We want to make it a safe envi-
ronment,” he said.
and it builds confidence for the
children.”
Studies have shown that music
has such benefits as helping chil-
dren with memorization, coordina-
tion and establishing the rhythm of
words. It also makes the process
fun.  
In one song used to learn vow-
els, children sing them with differ-
ent emotions, such as happy or
angry, or while acting out certain
roles, such as cops or opera
singers.
One child, McKenna, sang along
in a high operatic voice, with one
arm stretched out grandly to her
side and the other cupped on her
stomach. She bobbed up and down
with each articulation of a vowel.
“At first, distinguishing vowels
and consonants is very abstract for
first-graders,” Addington said.
The song gives them a concrete
way to understand the concept, she
said.
A song called “The Nursery
Rhyme Rap” combines learning the
alphabet with motions that cross
the body’s midline, an imaginary
vertical line that stretches from
head to toe.
Addington asked the children to
explain why crossing the midline is
good for them.
“It’s good for your fingers to just
move,” answered Thomas, one of
the first-graders.
And moving limbs across the
body engages both sides of the
brain, Addington added. If
Addington fumbles in class, the
students are quick to tell her to
“exercise” her brain.
“If I misspeak or something,
they say ‘Mrs. Addington, you
need to do a little bit of this,” she
said, moving her hands in alterna-
tion above and below each other
and across her body.
After “teaching” their second
class for the day, the first-graders
were ready to head to McDonald’s
for lunch. But before they left, they
gave the class a “firecracker” to
commend the UM students for
dancing to “Tooty-Ta.”
They clapped their hands togeth-
er once, raised them above their
heads with their palms together and
brought their arms down in front of
themselves with an “aw” reminis-
cent of the Fourth of July.
Mardi Gras
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Wilderness First Responder - $465 
 March 27-April 4 - Big Creek, MT 
 May 17-25 - Missoula, MT 
Lodging is available at Big Creek for $20/night 
Available for 2 U of M credits (additional fee applies) 
Wilderness - EMT - $1750 
 April 19-May 14 - West Glacier, MT 
Course price includes lodging 
Available for 3 U of M credits (additional fee applies) 
Wilderness First Aid - $125 
 April 3-4 - Big Creek, MT 
 April 17-18 - Missoula, MT 
Courses can be used as WFR-Refreshers 
Wilderness First Responder Refresher - $125 
 May 24-25 - Missoula, MT 
Swiftwater First Responder/WFA - $225 
 May 26-28 - Missoula, MT 
Actual location will depend on river conditions 
 
Aerie Backcountry Medicine 
240 North Higgins Ave, Ste. 16 
Missoula, MT 59802 
406.542.9972 • aerie@montana.com 
www.aeriebackcountrymedicine.com 
Headi
ng Ou
t this 
Spring
? 
We’ve got a course to help you prepare! 
